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A FOUR-LAW LOGIC COMMENT ON TIME , QUANTUM CHANGE, AND UNIVERSE CLOSURE

Thoma s E . Bearden

For years , physicists have speculated (and argued!) whether the universe

is open or closed . The argument can quickly be resolved , however , If one rotes

tha t there is no information outside a closure , outside a fully closed system . But

even if there is no information , by the fourth law of logic 1no information is

identica l to tota l infonnation , and “ful ly  closed system ” is identical to “fully

open system . ” I .e ., the universe is both tota lly open and totally closed , yet

neither exclusively, which is permissible by the fourth law of logic. The

argument then is much like the principle of complementarity; it presupposes

monocular perception and a single reality. I. e .,  in the monocula r view , a system

is either closed or open exclusively, while In the multiocular view it can be both

closed and open simultaneously,  in which case the argument vanishes .

Before the advent of relativity and quantum mechanics , physicists thought

in terms of a model wherein the observer (mind) was totally excluded from

physica l phenomena . That picture is now considered invalid by a substantial

number of physicists , who instea d consider that the observer (mind) is immutably

bound into the equations and assumptions of quantum mechanics . The final

reason for this , however , has remained somewhat obscured . In this author ’s

opinion , the question cannot be clarified by three-law logic , since the answer

is a statement of the fourth law of logic.

Separate observation itself must form a closure if It  is bounded (i .e., If it

Is finite) because the boundary can only be made by Invoking the fourth law , the

closure of two opposites Into an Ident i ty .  By the fourth law of logIc , a bounded

system must  be both open and closed (each nonexcluslvely) in the unobserved

1.
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present , prior to openness and closure being separated in a mutual ly  exclusive

manner in the past (monocular observation) . Young ’s two-slit experiment 2clearly

establishes this for all fundamenta l particles. From this experiment -— upon

which all of quantum mechanics , and hence all of physics , rests -- a particle

Is dualistic (both corpuscle and wave , but neither exclusively) until the photon

interactIon is invoked . Until  photon interaction occurs , the particle is

dimensionally L3T , and its behaviour is totally Indescribeable by classical

means -- i .e .,  by the first three laws of logic , which hold rigorously only for

L 3 entities. The photon interaction invokes the operator ~~~~~~ reducing the

L3T nonclassica l , nonobjective , ..present entity to an L3 classica l , obje ctive ,

past corpuscle, and thereafter classical “obje ctive ” behavior is observed~

It can also be shown tha t obtaining information about an externa l object

forms a closure between observer and objec t .

In a monocular observation , the observer must util ize an operational

sensor (signal) to detect any “external” obj ect . Som e type of first operation

must be conducted which corresponds to “ sending a signa l from the detector/observer

to the object’ s position , ” and then a second operation must  be conducted which

corresponds to “ receiving a signa l from the object ’s position . ” Separation of

observer and obje ct -- In either distance or time -- is correspondent to the time

delay measured by the observer/sensor . In unaccelerated frames , AL = c4T

where c Is the speed of light in va cuum .

An observer change (emission) occurs in the transmission and another

observer cha nge (absorption) occurs when the return signal Is received .

To reduce this situation to its boundary limit , the fourth law of logic must be applied ,

for the fourth law is the law of the boundary , and It applies on all boundaries .

L~~. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~.1 -



The fourth law can be applied by invoking the perceptron approach ’~ To the

perceptron , detection and change are synonymous -- to detect is to change , and to

change is to detect , totally, not partially . I. e . ,  when the perceptron detects ,

there is no part of it which does not detect , and when the perceptron changes ,

there is no part of it which does not change . The perceptron represents a closure

of the universe; any fundamenta l particle may be taken as a perceptro n .

By thus moving the observer question to fundamenta l particles , one Is

immediately confronted by the fact that the externa l is totally internal and the

interna l is totally external . The perceptron consists of nothing but the changes ,

the external objects it detects , and the external obje cts consist of nothing but

the detections the perceptron makes. A fundamenta l particle lives in a totally

different kind of reality from that of “objective physics” in the classical view.

Specifi cally, a particle has no past  or future , except with respect to a macroscopic

observer . Thi s of course is directly related to the “observed observer ” problem

in physics , which has been adequately dealt with only by the many-worlds

Interpretation of qua ntum m echanics5 (the Everett/Wheeler theory of the universal

wave function) . Except in tha t interpretation , all of physics Is interpreted for

a single observer at a time; i .e ., monocularly . This conventional interpretation

is in fa ct a determined attempt to retain the basis of physics on Ari stotle ’s three

laws of logic -- i .e .,  on classical logic -- and It is already well known from

Young ’s two-slit experiment that classical logic totally fails to describe fundamenta l

quantum mechanics .6 A fundamental parti cle exists in a spaceless , timeless

void where no definite length or definite time has been determined , for no observation

(photon interaction) has occurred . This Is a total closure of the universe into a

single giant hologra m , which can be seen only by multiocular perception , not by

monocular perception. Thus the Everett/Wheeler theory remains essentially ignored

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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by mainstream physicists . Nonetheless , the many-worlds Interpretation remains

the only interpretation which will withstand rigorous logica l analysis , If full

four—law logic is admitted .

At any rate , the a cquisition of information by the observer Is the Initiation

and evoking of change by each perceptron , and since~~ay change of a perceptron

represents a closure , itself constitutes closure . To detect an externa l

object is to form a closure with it , of that part (the perceptron) actually involved

in the detection.

Often one thinks only of receiving a return signal from the “external” obje ct ,

without previous action of the observer/perceptron . Light falling on an observer

from a distant sta r , e .g . , is normally conceived of by the physicist  in thi s manner .

However , complete detection cannot have occurred unless a reference corresponding

to where the initial signa l was transmitted from was previously established , i. e . ,

unless the first necessary part of the observation closure had already been

accomplished . The very concept of a reference frame a priori requires that a

transmission from the origin and a consequent reception (a closure) has been made

to each and every point in that frame . I. e.,  that must have been done before

the frame can be taken as existing all-at—once , ea ch point simultaneously. Let

us examine tha t prospect a little closer .

To show how cleverly physicists hide the closure of a system even from

themselves , one can examine the hidden closure implicit in the concept of a spatial

reference frame . E . g . ,  In special relativity one usually first constructs a reference

frame , a lattice , by arguing that a travelling clock can be synchronized with a

reference clock at the origin , and then the travelling clock can be slowly moved to

any other point in the spatial frame and used to synchronize a nother clock there ,7

This opera tion is considered to have been repeated for each and every point in the
4 .
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T
reference frame . Each spatial point in the frame is then considered to “ exist at

the same time . ” This simultaneous existence of each point of a spatial frame is

assumed a priori in the very concept of “ the existence of a spatial frame . ”

This of course is simply a ploy to get around three-law logic — — specifically,

to get around the law of the excluded middle. For by that law , If the ~~T time

separa tion between two points is zero , then the A L  spatial separation is zero

also since 4 L = c 4 T. The third law specifically prohibits c .4 T = 0 and

c .4T ~ 0 simultaneously existing . So the concept of a coordinate spatial frame

assumes the violation of the third law of logic.8 This can also be seen another

way as follows:

One could , e .g . ,  take the alternate view tha t an infinitely distributed

observer is assumed , one who is located at , and looking out through , every point

in the spatial reference frame simultaneously . But such an observer then is not

loca l , and by the third law of logic this destroys the locality on which physics

itself is based -— i .e .,  It destroys the notion of the localized event , on which

relativity is founded . So the idea of a reference spatia l frame either makes

physics nonlocal and hence nonobjective , or else it violates the third law of

logic , by the third law itself .

Since it Is well known tha t physics is local , then it is the third law of

logic which must be modified . Thi s immediately drives one to the fourth law --

opposites are Identica l on their common boundary -- and thus physics can both be

local and possess reference spatial frames.

Without the fourth law of logic , physics is illogica l and thus has no sound

logica l basis. For quantum mechanics , th is  essentially has already been surmised

or suspected by a great many physicists -- as Feynman pointed out , the two—slit

5 . .
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experiment contains the tota l -- and the only -- mystery of quantum mechanics ,

and the experiment absolutely cannot be explained by any  classical means .9

Now to continue , let us note another interesting thing . To even conceive

a 3—space frame as an entity , one must assume its “objectivity” —— its boundedness --
for only finite things can be perceived tota l,~~~ i . e ., such tha t all points/parts 10 of

them can be gripped in the single observation. But a finite thing is a separated

thing; one has then unconsciously invoked an “outside or separated detector/observer ”

and tha t is the mind. Rigorously speaking , the “mind ” exists in or occupies the

same time dimension as physica l phenomena , but does not occupy any of the three

spatial dimensions occupied by physical phenomena . More precisely yet , one

should sta te that the mind exhibits the same time dimension as is exhibited

by physical phenomena , but it does not exhibit (normally!) any of the three length

dimensions in the spatial frame exhibited by physical phenomena . The “mind”

thus exists in time or exhibits time , but does not exist in the 3—space of physical

phenomena . In one sense mind is time and time is mind .

Also , time is in yet another sense a nega tive 3-space. As we have previously

seen , adding the time dimension to a 3-spa c~i reference frame -- i .e ., invoking

simultaneity to each and every point of the 3-space reference frame -- annihilates

all lengths in the frame , hence 3—space itself . Adding time is the same as adding

mind -- ri gorously, observed phenomena are forever past  and gone , and thus

exist in the mind (memory) and only in the mind . Their existence in the mind thus

corresponds completely to the annihilation of a 3-space by the addition of mind .

To annihilate a 3—space by adding something, its negation is required to be added .

Thus the addition of mind is equivalent to the addition of a negative 3-space , and

in tha t sense a mind can be considered a nega tive 3-spa ce . So the addition of

simultaneity and the time dimension to a 3-space reference frame is the addition of

6.
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a negative 3-space , the annihilation of the reference , and the closure of the

universe , leaving no difference between observer and observed . It is for that

reason that objective phenomena, having been observed, have disappeared and

are contained in/ identified with the mind of the observer and only there. ~~ Again ,

this is a universally observed fact , but one which has been ignored by physicists ,

or at best hidden in quite arbitrary constructs such as the “ collapse of the wave

function .” The common assumption of a simultaneous time existing throughout the

points of a spa tial frame , which Is implicit in the very idea of the frame itself ,

involves tota l closure/annihilation of the frame in an Einstein closure . It

also invokes a 3-space frame structure for the observer (mind) , but one tha t is

negative -- i .e .,  three orthorotations awa y from ordinary 3-space in an infinite

dimensional spatial frame containing a single time dimension . Mind turns out then

to be as real in its own framework as are physical phenomena in theirs.

Since any point of an ordinary 3-space could have been taken as the origin

for the reference frame , the closed space is totally holographic -- each most

internal point in a 3-space is also the most externa l point .’2

The old argument about a closed or unclosed universe can thus be resolved:

the universe is closed an Inf ini ty  of infi nities of times , holographically, in each

point of itself . In each event of itself . By the fourth law of logic , such total

closure is also tota l openness~~
3 The argument over exclusive closure versus

exclusive openness is thus specious .

So time is in one sense a negative 3-space. But it is assuredly not static!

Instea d , as Charles Mus~ s pointed out even as early as 195 8 , time is much more

than mere quantitative duration , for it contains patterned oscillating energies that

interact qualitatively (the negative 3-space is outside the ordinary 3-space) with

consciousness (time is mind in one sense , In that all phenomena/changes outside
7.
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ordinary 3-space are mental phenomena/ changes) and which effect change~ 4 Then as

ti me (—L 3 3-space) interacts  with L 3 3-space , these mindframe energies affect

matter .

The basic time dimension evidenced in physical phenomena is thus really

a cycli c sine wave carrier , as Kozyrev has assumed and demonstrated . On one

half-cycle of the time wave the negative 3-space is presented , added to the

ord inary 3-space , thus annihilating (absenting) both . This accounts for the

lengthless , timeless va cuum , and its zero point energy is thus infinite , si nce it

iS composed of an entire positive universe and an entire negative universe . On

th e •~econd time half—cycle , the negative 3-space is absented from the ordinary

3—space , which means that both positive 3-space and negative 3-space are

presented . Thus one has the presence of the ordinary world and also of the

antimatter  woi ld , but sepa rated one from the other . The successive positive

3-space presentations form the familar space frame of the observed world , and the

successive presenting of the negative 3-space sepa rately from the positive 3-space

(i . e ., the absenting of the negative 3-space) constitutes an a ntimatter world — — the

world in which Dira c predicted the electron traveling backward in time , which in the

ordinary world would be seen as the positron, a positive electron traveling forward

in time. ’5 The simultaneous existence of both worlds also accounts for the simultaneous

existence of infinite negative energy and infi nite positive energy at the zero-point

at the same time , and the fourth law of logi c accounts for the fact tha t they can

simultaneously coexist without blowing the universe apart ! In fact they do blow

it apart at a fa n tastically high frequency , but in so doing , actually create It again

repeatedly, at the same fantast ical ly  high frequency.

The cyclic a ction of the time carrier generates quantum change itself . I. e .,
8.
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it is a single quantum tha t is generated or extinguished in each half—cycle.  It

tak es an operation to present a qua ntum of action -— I .e .,  to exclusively sepa~ate

it from the universal nondetermined action continuum —— and another operation to

absent the quantum —— i .e .,  to integra te it back again into the unsepa rated

action continuum . The action continuum is unperceivable/unobservable/virtual .

It is thus filled with and composed of hosts of virtua l entities —— in fact , with every

conceivabl e virtual ent i ty ,  and every conceivable structure of virtual entiti~ ~~, ea ch

of which has 4 E~~ T c ~ h/(4’Tt’ ) .  But the 4T portion of each of these virtual entities

is quite ordinary and real . Each of these virtual entities possesses a “freq uency ”

inversely proportiona l to its own 4T , and all the virtual entities may be regarded

as frequencies or modulations ridi ng upon the ordinary time carrier frequency of

observed phenomena .

Einstein pointed out tha t velocity could be interpreted as the degree of

rotation of 3-space toward an orthogonal axis. While it is usually rega rded as

toward the time axis , it can also be rega rded as being rotated awa y from the 3-space

towa rd another sp atial axi s in 5-space . To completely sepa rate from ordinary 3-space , -

three complete orthogona l turns awa y from 3—space , in a departing manner , mu st be

taken , at which time the 3—space so rotated will have zero intersection with the

ordinary 3-space . Actua lly, however , orthogona l rotation differs slightly from

plane geometry idea s , since orthogonality occurs when the compression factor

(the projection of the rotated frame into the la boratory frame) reaches 1/c . I .e . ,

the speed of light simply is the correct measure of an orthogona l turn , by the

Lorentz transformation . Three orthogona l turns reduce by the factor 1/c 3 . Thus

virtual entitles must be reduced in effective magnitude in the laboratory 3—space

by a factor of 1/c 3 . Virtual entitles are thus of extremely minute effect , normally

- -  
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is “u ttered ” by the virtual modulations a very small degree , in rea l time . All the

virtua l entities — — all possible virtual entitles —- may thus be regarded as sepa rate,

minute frequencies riding as modulations upon the ordinary time carrier frequency,

like clothes hanging on a clothesline with clothespins , or like little baby oppossums

hanging on their mother ’s tail with their own little tails. There are an Infinite

number of virtua l realities/mental worlds modulated upon the ordinary time wave

and u ttering it. byan  extremely minute but finite amount .16

During what we take as the positive time carrier half-cycle , the world is

obje ctive (presented) and its inverse (antiworld) also exists. During wha t we take

as the negative time half-cycle , the world is virtual (absented) (extinguished) as

is its antiworld . The virtual world is also the mindframes , and these are riding on

the time carrier . Mind itself is quantized by quantum change , induced by time

carrier oscillations .

Since closures and separations of the entire universe are constantly being

made withi n each point inside itself , then zero-point energy is infinite . All the

energy in the universe is continually being captured in each point of it , and is

continually oscillating between zero and simultaneous positive and negative

inf ini te  magnitudes.

Higher frequency t ime oscillation involves a higher rate of closing

and opening , of annihilating (absenting) and creating (presenting) the material

universe .

Imagine that this rate is increased without limit . One then has the entire

universe totally present and totally absent everywhere/anywhere/nowhere in the

everytime/anytime/no time void . This is the void that is devoid even of void . Thi s

is the omega point , which Wheeler called superspa ce ,’7 Duration and length lose

all exclusive meaning . A thing exists and does not exist at the same time . This
10. 
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is astounding and incomprehensible to three-law logic , but quite comprehensible to

four—la w logic. This is the present , the pregeometr y tha t is the nature of reality

before exclusive separation/observation/perception Is applied or invoked . And

the pregeometri cal present -— the identifi cation of geometry and not—geometry --

requires the fourth law of logic to be represented and understood .

I

11.
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unobservable.

12 . Which of course is the same as Einstei n envisioned in his spherical model of
the cosmos.

13. Which was not envisioned by Einstein in his closed spherical model of the cosmos .
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14. With the possible exception of Kozyrev -- whose more technical works on time
remain undisclosed to open science —- no other person known to this author
seems to have grasped the implications of a dynamic structure of time as deeply
and penetratingly as has Charles Mus~ s . E . g . ,  see Mus~ s ’ foreword to
Jerome Rothstein , Communication, Organization, and Science, The Fa lcon ’s
Wing Press , India n Hills , Colorado , 1958 , pp . vii - xcvi . Western scientists
have not grasped the engineering implications of Musks ’ work -- matter
materialization , dematerialization , and consciousness processing -- on time
and his brilliant work on hypernumbers . It Is little short of astonishing that
the genesis point for a totally new science and technology has been shelved
since 195 7-5 8 in the works of Everett and Mus~ s , and tha t even today Western
scientists continue to ignore works of such fundamenta l Importance .

15. Dirac , P A . M .,  “Quantized Singula rities in the Electromagnetic Field , ” Proc.
Roy . Soc. London, . A , 133 , 60 (1931) .

16 . Specifically, all virtual entities may be regarded as mental  or mind entities .
All co-temporal orthogona l 3-space frames three or more orthoturns awa y
from the laboratory frame are menta l frames or mind worlds .

17 . Cf Charles W. Misner , Kip S. Thorne , and John Archibald Wheeler ,
• Gravitation, W. H. Freeman and Company, 1973 , pp. 1181—1194.


